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WITH WHAT DEGREE OF PRECISION CAN YOLUNTARY STATIC
MUS CLE FORCE BE REP EATED?
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ABSTRACT. The aim of this investigat.ion was to get an
apprehension of the capacity of repeating voluntarily exert
ed static forces in a row wit.hout visual feed-back in three
situations viz. two-hand-lift, foot pedal press and thigh
raise. Seven subjecls participated. It seems that the degree
of precision is approximately a little below 10 %.
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Everyone who has ever lifted or carried a load
knows from experience fairly accurately how much
force that should be applied the next time she/he
has to lift or carry the same load. Voluntarily exert
ed forces, as well as voluntary movements, are to a
large extent carried out automatically. As a rule,
the actions are conscious only at the time they are
initiated. They are then completed automatically
and become conscious only if the effect of the force
or movement is not as intended or something un
foreseen occurs.
The purpose of the present study was lo obtain
some idea of the precision with which a voluntarily
exerted force can be repeated, when the only clue
available in force application is the subjective expe
rience from previous performances of the same
r:ature. Vision was of no help to the subjects be
cause no recording instruments could be seen by
them. The forces under investigation were applied
in two familiar situations, viz. a two-hand lift and
an operation of a foot pedal, and in one unfamiliar
situation, viz. pressing the thigh against a resist
ance in attempted flexion of the hip joint in sitting
position, an experiment I here call "thigh-raise".
The forces in the three studies were static.

METHOD

The subjects were 6 women and I man, all Department
employees. All participated in the two-hand lift experi
ment and the foot pedal experiment. Six look part in the
thigh-raise experiment. None of them suITered from so
matic or mental infermily thal could influence the test
results. They were well motivated and aware of the objecScand J Rehab Med 18

live of the study. They had plenty of time lo become
acquainted with the experimental procedure and lo as
sume a suitable body position. The experiments were
conducted under the most favourable circumstances in a
quiet laboratory room, in order lo minimize distractions
and allowing the subjects to concentrate on their tasks.
As it was important that each subjecl who look part in
this study should determine and decide for herself/himself
how much force she/he would need or like 10 use, a
number of test runs were made before the individual
experiments were started. The idea was to determine the
force thal each individual subject thought that she/he
would be able to maintain constantly during 7 trials in a
row within a total period of I min. It was estimated that
the duration of the force du ring each trial would be 2 sec.
This lime limit would avoid jerking and thrusting and, at
the same time, eliminate the possibility of correcting
(changing) the force after it had once been initiated. The
peak on the recorded force curve should be approximately
I sec after force initiation. lf the ascending curve showed
an even progress without dips or breaks this was inter
preted to indicate that there had been no force corrections
(changes).
lf and when a subject felt, that the force exerted in any
particular trial W'dS not what she/he had intended it to be,
the experiment was done all over again as it was absolute
ly necessary !hat the subject should feel that the same
force had been exerted in each trial. When the sut,jcct felt
convinced of this and the experiment had been properly
carried out as prescribed one two-hand experiment. one
foot-pedal experiment and one thigh-raise experiment per
subject were sufficient.
A modified Darcus dynamometer (Carlsöö, 1972) was
used to measure forces. and a Honeywell Yisicorder to do
the recording.

Two-lwnd lift
A rough wooden beam, 4x6x60 cm, was attached to the
dynamometer handle. A metal handle was screwed onto
the beam at each end, about 4 cm from the end of the
beam (Fig. I). These handles were 12 cm long and 2.8 cm
in diameter. The test participants stood in a comfortable
upright position with the handles on leve( with the crista
iliaca. The task for the subject was to lift the beam 7 Limes
using the same force each time, viz. the amount of force
that she/he had selected as described above. The Lifts
were carried out al 10 sec interval. Since each lift took 2
sec, this gave the subject a rest pause of 8 sec between
each lift.
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